Finance Domain Task Force

• **Highlights from this Meeting:**
  
  – Update on FIBO work and CCM/OWL round tripping demonstration
  
  – FIBO v2 plans - consolidated FIBO with RFCs each quarter
    
    • Reviewed current draft
  
  – FIGI and Standards (presentation from Gov DTF)
  
  – DIDO RA (Blockchain etc.) feedback from this group
  
  – Cutter Presentation on FIBO
    
    • State Street, Cambridge Semantics, EDMC
  
  – Distributed Ledger WG report-back and proof of concept advances
  
  – Regulatory call for comments (UK’s FCA) response discussion
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    • N/A
  – RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendation(s)
    • N/A

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Technology Adoptions
    • N/A
  – RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendations
    • EDM Council FIBO v1 RTFs for BE, IND, FBC and FND remain open until FIBO2 further along
    • EDM Council FIBO 2 RFC expected June 2018

• **Liaisons**
  – No formal liaisons but we continue to pursue informal liaison with ISO TC68, FIX ACTUS, XBRL, BIAN);

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  – EDM Council FIBO v2 RFC submission
  – Distributed Ledger WG updates
  – Regulatory responses etc.?
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